Also, despite apparently broad inclusion criteria 'erode' and 'erase' are included, linked to the rat only on the basis of a shared etymological root, 'rodere', the verb "to dig". CAT scan and catsup are included, despite having nothing to do with cats, or any other animal, there are some glaring omissions. Some of these reflect evolution of the language since, but not all can be explained in this way. Below is a partial list of terms you won't find in the dictionary; I'm sure there are others.
Some may reasonably be believed to have entered the language after publication of this dictionary: jump the shark, prairie-dogging, skunkworks, mouse potato, yak-shaving, seagull manager, salmon day, donkey sentence, feathered fish, stress puppy, idea hamster, ant farm, goat-roping exercise, mole-groomer, sleep camel, and may be judged not yet to have passed the test of time. I give Professor Palmatier the benefit of the doubt on sweater puppies. Credit to Prof P. The American beaver has long been prized for its thick brown fur, which is used to make capes, coats, and hats, although the semiaquatic animal is usually trapped rather than shot.
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